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Abstract. The real estate market is one of the most competitive in terms of pricing and the
same tends to vary significantly based on a lot of factors, hence it becomes one of the prime
fields to apply the concepts of machine learning to optimize and predict the prices with high
accuracy. Therefore in this paper, we present various important features to use while predicting
housing prices with good accuracy. We have described regression models, using various
features to have lower Residual Sum of Squares error. While using features in a regression
model some feature engineering is required for better prediction. Often a set of features
(multiple regressions) or polynomial regression (applying a various set of powers in the
features) is used for making better model fit. For these models are expected to be susceptible
towards over fitting ridge regression is used to reduce it. This paper thus directs to the best
application of regression models in addition to other techniques to optimize the result.

1. Introduction
Predicting housing prices has always been a challenge for many machine learning engineers. It has
been hosted as part of the haggle competition. Several researchers have tried to come with a model to
accurately predict housing prices with high accuracy and least error. These models are created using
various features such as square feet of the house, number of bedrooms, ambiance etc. Some of the
researchers have used techniques like clustering [2] for grouping same houses together and then
estimating the price. So each of the features in our model is given certain weight and it determines
how important is that feature towards our model prediction. This is called feature engineering. Most
companies which do real estate business have probably a billion different features to choose from
however one of the drawback of having a large number of feature involved is the heavy computations
involved in making the regression model, and computing the gradient descent solution. Later we
introduce to another algorithm called as coordinate descent algorithm which drastically reduces the
computation workload and limits the number the features while selecting the only important ones.
Companies like “Zillow.com”,”magicbricks.com”, often have a large dataset of houses whose prices
they predict using machine learning. One of the techniques they use is regression [3], deep learning [3]
to learn the nature of models from the previous results (houses which were sold off previously which
are used as training data).In this paper we have defined linear model data using only one feature,
multivariate model, using several features as its input and polynomial model using the input as cubed
or squared and hence calculated the root mean squared error (RMS value) for the model.
Sometimes the surrounding conditions of a locality determines what kind of price we can expect for
different kind of houses, [4] presented a predictor using nonlinear Support Vector Regression showing
relationship between visuals of some cities and non-visuals attributes(crime stats, population density,
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etc.), their research also presented few prototype application based on the same predictor. Other
researchers showed a different mechanism to predict house prices by focusing on Multiple Listings
Data [7], it showed how different correlations can be referred while we estimate regression coefficient
for predicting the price of a house. They determined the coefficient by using the concepts of maximum
likelihood and discussed kirging, a technique that can be used to merge spatial correlation for
predictions. Housing prices can also be predicted using semi-parametric regression models or
nonparametric model because of their better results as compared to parametric models.
Non-parametric models allow the regressions to belong to a class of function, semi-parametric models
incorporate the advantages of other models by allowing the function to be linear, convex, etc. based on
which function provides the best predictions [8].
2. Related Work
Housing prices are based on several factors. For creating the model we can use several features,
features can also be extracted from several sources. One the most notable work I find in feature
extraction is that of “City Forensics: Using Visual Elements to Predict Non-Visual City Attributes”
[4], which used visual features to predict the housing prices. Clustering has been used in [2] to cluster
houses of same features and prices.
3. Methodologies Used
We have used several models and have calculated the root mean squared error for each. Graphs have
been plotted for each model. The data-set we have used is a group of houses of King County region in
Seattle. The size of the dataset is of 21,000 houses which are divided into training data and testing data
in the ratio 80:20.The number of features present in our data is square feet, price, date sold, a number
of bedrooms, floors, water-front there or not, floors, year built square feet above, zip code, latitude and
longitude. For each of the model, we calculated the root mean square error (RMS value) as proposed
in [5].With this we have applied the following methodologies:
3.1 Simple Linear Regression:
In this methodology, we have used just 1 feature- square feet of the house versus the price of the house
to train our model. The basic equation of the fit of our model looks like:
F(x) = w0+w1x
Where: x=square feet, F(x) =price w0=intercept term, w1=coefficient of square feet being simple
linear regression we have just used one feature which is square feet.
The sample data set of each of the models is shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Sample data set
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For the above model, the residual sum of squares is calculated as 1.20191835632 e+15.
Since this a very high error we will reduce it by bringing more models.
3.2 Multivariate regression models:
In multivariate models instead of 1 feature, we use several features as proposed by [6].
The below models were trained using the given features:
Model1 = Regression trained using [square feet,bedrooms, bathrooms]
Table 2. Coefficients obtained by training the above model:

Model 2 = Regression trained using [square living, bedrooms, bathrooms, latitude, longitude]
Coefficients obtained by training the above model is given in table 3.
Table 3. Coefficients obtained by regression.

Model 3=Regression trained using [sqft_living, bedrooms, bathrooms, latitude, longitude,
bed_bath_rooms]
Bed_bath_rooms = number of bedrooms * number of bathrooms.
This is done because any trained model is biased towards bedrooms,the bathrooms usually are
drowned out or neglected because heavy weight assigned to the coefficient of square feet and
bedrooms as shown in table 4.
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Table 4. Coefficients trained by model 3

Residual sum of squares error for each of the above models:
Model 1: $ 16,545,470
Model 2: $ 31,166,139
Model 3: $ 31,009,548
It shows that model 1 is doing well as our fit according to multivariate fit in our model
Table 5. Coefficients obtained by training the above model:

Model 3=Regression trained using [sqft_living, bedrooms, bathrooms, latitude, longitude,
bed_bath_rooms]
Bed_bath_rooms=number of bedrooms * a number of bathrooms.
This is done because any trained model is biased towards bedrooms,the bathrooms usually are
drowned out or neglected because heavyweight assigned to the coefficient of square feet and
bedrooms.
Residual sum of squares error for each of the above models:
Model 1: $ 16,545,470
Model 2: $ 31,166,139
Model 3: $ 31,009,548
It shows that model 1 is doing well as our fit according to multivariate fit in our model
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3.3 Polynomial Regression
To demonstrate polynomial regression we use features which have been multiplied to several
powers (up to 15) in our test.
The linear fit looks like below: X axis – square feet, Y axis – price (in $)

Figure 1. Polynomial regression
In Figure 1, the green line indicates our fit and the blue dots are our data points
For power = 2 or where we had used feature = square_feet * square_feet we get the fit like below:

Figure 2.The fit function for power 2.
From the figure 2, we observe that as we increase the feature complexity, the model is tending towards
overfitting.
For power =15 we get the fit:

Figure 3.power 15 model
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The power 15 model is extremely overfit as shown in figure 3, where the curve in our model touches
the data points further away. For each of the models with features (power 1 to power 15), we get the
following residual sum of squares as shown in the table below.

Table 6. Residual sum of squares

4. Conclusion
We have defined several models with various features and various model complexities. We realized
we need to use a mix of these models a linear model gives a high bias (under fit) whereas a high model
complexity based model gives a high variance (overfit).Data Scientist tends to overfit their models
which can be reduced by ridge regression and LASSO. Housing price prediction also uses K Nearest
Neighbour search which tends to cluster various houses of the same genre together to cluster houses of
same price and genre [2].
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